New European Bauhaus
beautiful | sustainable | together

Strengthening European coordination and exchange for innovation uptake towards sustainability, quality, circularity and social inclusion in the built environment as a contribution to the new European Bauhaus (Built4People)
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• Develop **business models** that ensure co-financing options to foster innovation for sustainability, style, accessibility and quality of the built environment;

• Support the creation and operation of whole value chain **Innovation Clusters** linked to the ‘Built4People’ partnership.

• **Link up** the Innovation Clusters with regional/national innovation hubs / clusters, and NEB pilot projects.

• **R&I support** to all actors of the European built environment ecosystem in particular for SMEs and mid-caps;

• Put in place a **network structure** to focus and nurture public investments that would serve several regions of Europe;

• Organise **dissemination** actions; develop an organisation and business model for an effective collaboration among the Clusters;

• **Cooperate** closely with other coordination actions for the NEB and with leading partners of the B4P partnership.
Expected outcomes

• **Increased** uptake of innovative solutions, peer-learning from front runners, and **awareness**;

• **Better integration** of quality architecture and design principles in line with NEB (including cultural heritage); circular economy principles; human-centric inclusivity; accessibility for persons with disabilities;

• Adoption and uptake of **innovative results**, strengthened networking, and scaled-up **co-financing**.
Specific conditions

- General eligibility criteria apply
- Estimated EU contribution: EUR 1 million / project
- Total indicative budget: EUR 1 million
- Type of action: Coordination and Support Actions
Timing

- Opening: 02 Sep 2021
- Deadline: 25 Jan 2022
More info & contact details


Funding and Tender Opportunities portal

IT Helpdesk, Research Enquiry Service, NCPs for Horizon Europe
Questions ?
Thank you!